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Installation Instructions for UHMW Strip 
(see Reverse for drawing) 

 
The purpose of the UHMW strips is two-fold. First, it will reduce the available room 
between the individual parts of the Extendobed to rattle, and second, it will dampen the 
sound of the metal on metal contact. For maximum adhesion, both the UHMW strips 
and the Extendobed should be at room temperature or warmer. 
 
First, extend the Extendobed to full extension position. The 6" long black strips of 
UHMW (.063" thick) are applied to the inside face of the Cargo Frame.  The primary 
strips at Points "A" & "C" can be applied without dissembling the unit.  
 
At Points "C", carefully slip the strips between the top flange of the H-beam and the 
inside face of the Cargo Frame before allowing the sticky face of the UHMW to come in 
firm contact with the Cargo Frame face. (See Cargo Frame, Point "C"). Pull the back 
of the Cargo Frame toward the side you are working on to provide maximum separation 
between the two frames. It is good to practice placing the strips before removing the 
adhesive cover. 
 
The white UHMW strips (0.04" thick) are applied to the Anchor Frame on each side. 
(See Anchor Frame sketch, Points "A" & "B" and Extendobed Assembly sketch.) 
The primary strips (Points "A") are from the second bearing toward the end of the 
Anchor Frame. Run the strips from the back bearing to the end of the channels. Locate 
the strips on the bottom portion of the channels to insure contact with the bottom flange 
of the H-beam. Be certain the strips start from between the H-beam and the channels 
when the unit is fully extended. 
 
The 6" strips of UHMW shown between the bearings of the Anchor Frame (Point "B"), 
are optional and may not be necessary. These can be installed by partially 
disassembling of the unit. (See Extendobed Assembly Sketch). If you choose to 
install these strips, lock the Extendobed Cargo frame in its last lock on the lock rod 
assembly. This will prevent the Transfer Frame from inadvertently being pushed off the 
Anchor Frame. Place a support (such as a sturdy saw horse) under the handle end of 
the Cargo Frame. Remove the Stop Angles on the H-beams of the Transfer Frame 
away from the handle end (inside the vehicle) and push the Transfer Frame off of the 
back bearings to allow placement of the strips as shown on the sketch. Pull the H-
beams back into place and reinstall the stops on the inside of the H-beams. (This 
requires use of two ¾" end wrenches). 

 



for better visualization of UHMW strip location

Point "A"

Point "B"
(optional)

Point "C"

NOTE:  Frames are shown slightly transparent

Last lock position

- in back of roller bearing

- within 1/8" of bottom edge
- length of strip will vary depending
on length of unit - fit from back

Anchor Frameedge up to roller bearing

 Point "A"
1½" strips on outside

Point "B" - (optional)
1½" x 6" strips on outside
- within 1/8" of bottom edge

Installation sketch for UHMW Noise Deadening Strips

Extendo Bed Assembly

- in front of roller bearing

Point "C"
1½" x 6" strips on inside
- within 1/4" of top edge

Cargo Frame

Transfer Frame Stop Angles
- remove to allow frame to be

slid past bearing, for placement of
Point "B" UHMW strips
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